Adult Fiction - March 2024

Altergott, Rick - Blessed Be GRAPHIC
Bartels, Erin - Everything is Just Beginning INS NOTABLE
Bohjalian, Chris - The Princess of Las Vegas
Brunstetter, Wanda E. - Letters of Wisdom (Friendship Letters #3)
Childs, Laura - Murder in the Tea Leaves (Tea Shop #27)
Cosimano, Elle - Finlay Donovan Rolls the Dice (Finlay #4)
Dickinson, Seth - Exordia SF
Dodd, Christina - Every Single Secret
Finkbeiner, Susie - The All American NOTABLE
Gardner, Lisa - Still See You Everywhere (Frankie Elkin #3)
Griffin, W E B - The Attack (Badge of Honor #14)
Gudenauf, Heather - Everyone is Watching: A Locked Room Thriller
Hall, Tamron - Watch Where They Hide (Jordan Manning #2)
Hunter, Denise - Love Unscripted INS
Johnson, Micaiah - Those Beyond the Wall SF
McFadden, Freida - The Inmate
Melody, Carlson - Just for the Summer INS
Michaels, Fern - The Wild Side
Oda, Eiichero - One Piece 105 GRAPHIC
Orange, Tommy - Wandering Stars
Outen, Karen - Dixon Descending
Peterson, Tracie - A Love Discovered (Heart of Cheyenne #1)
Pulley, Natasha - The Mars House SF
Ryan, Jennifer - The Underground Library
Score, Lucy - Riley Thorn and the Dead Guy Next Door (Riley Thorn #1)
Scottoline, Lisa - The Truth About the Devlins
Serle, Rebecca - Expiration Dates
Small, David - Werewolf at Dusk & Other Stories GRAPHIC
Smolens, John - A Cold, Hard Prayer NOTABLE
St. James, Simone - Murder Road
Steel, Danielle - Never Too Late
Stevenson, Benjamin - Everyone In My Family Has Murdered Someone (Ernest #1)
Stewart, Jack - Outlaw (Battle Born #2)
Thomas, Kai - In the Upper Country NOTABLE
Williams, Katie - My Murder; a Novel NOTABLE
Zeineddine, Ghassan - Dearborn Stories NOTABLE